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1. Introduction 

The reuse of impaired waters has become a required component of water resources management due to the 
increasing demand of quality water, especially in arid and semiarid regions. Therefore, the development of 
sustainable, high-efficiency, low cost technologies for water treatment is urgent. 

Managed artificial recharge of aquifers (MAR) through infiltration basins is a low-energy and low-cost water 
recycling technology which allows to improve the recharge water quality and to increase 
groundwater resources. Wastewater treatment plant’s effluents are very often used as a water 
source for MAR through infiltration basins. Emerging organic contaminats (EOCs) are not 
completelly removed during conventional treatments. Therefore, to understand the fate and transport 
of such contaminants during MAR is essential to select the possible location, to design the MAR 
system and to avoid aquifer contamination.   

The objective of this study is to design and test reactive barriers based on organic substrates to prevent 
leaching of EOCs, pathogens, and nutrients by increasing sorption surfaces and by releasing dissolved 
organic carbon to the infiltrated water, promoting diverse redox conditions and microbial communities.  

2. Materials and methods 

Six meso-scale system of artificial recharge were built inside a wastewater treatment plant facilities in order 
to compare the efectiveness of the reactive barriers and the role of diverse experimental conditions. Each 
one of the six systems (2.5 x 15 m) emulate an aquifer with an infiltration basin (Figure 1).   

 

Figure 1: Cross section (A) and plant view (B) of one meso-scale recharge system. 

The first meter of the systems, 1.5 meters higher than the rest, reproduces the infiltration basin, with 
unsaturated conditions and vertical flow. The inflow is applied only in this section. Five of these sections 
have been filled with the reactive barriers and one of them, filled only with sand, will be our reference 
system. The rest of the system reproduces the aquifer and it will be characterized by horizontal flow and 
saturated conditions. These sections have been filled with sand in four cases and sand with gravel 
reproducing heterogeneity in two cases. 



The barriers consist on sand and organic rich components (vegetable compost and woodchips) which will 
promote sorption of organic compounds and release Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) into the recharged 
water. The increase on DOC aims at facilitate the creation of different redox conditions to accelerate both 
aerobic and anaerobic degradation processes [1]. 

A tracer test will provide the residence time distributions for each system allowing the estimation of reaction 
rates [2, 3], and passive samples were used to asses a preliminar idea of the effectiveness of the systems 
removing EOCs. The behaviour and evolution of EOCs, pathogens, and nutrients will be assessed during the 
experiment using advanced analytical methods based on LC-MS/MS, GC-MS/MS, Flow Cytometry, Real 
time quantitative PCR, and cultavation-dependent methods.  

3. Results and discussion 

One of the reactive barriers was already tested in a previous study achiving good results regarding the 
degradation of EOCs[1]. The dissolved organic matter (DOM) released by the reactive barrier into the 
infiltrated water was enough to achieve a broad range of redox conditions. The passive samplers installed 
during two weeks at the exit of the reference system and at the exit of one system with a reactive barrier, 
show a better removal of EOCs when the system operates with the reactive barrier (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: Emerging compounds Mass recovered (ng) with the Passive Samples located at Reference and Reactive Barrier 
Systems exit. 

4. Conclusions 

The preliminary results suport the effectiveness of the reactive barriers based on organic substrates to favor 
the degradation of EOCs present in the effluents of wastewater treatment plants during artificial recharge of 
aquifers.   
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